Brief history of Canadian Registry, now CAMFT, & the evolving relationship with AAMFT
Please note this is VERY summarized, not including all interactions or smaller steps taken.
• early 1980s - a group of Canadian AAMFT members and non-members promoted the
idea of a distinct Canadian organization.
• formed the Canadian Association for the Treatment and Study of the Family (CATSF). The
group held at least one conference in Quebec. This group eventually disbanded.
• 1982 - the AAMFT Board considered the issue of Canadian organizational identity and
proposed that the Canadian members consider the options of autonomy or maintaining
their status as a “region” within AAMFT. This decision was left to Canadian members
through a survey in 1983.
• 1983 - Canadian members opted to continue as a region because there was a desire to
maintain ties for the purposes of professional identity.
• 1992 - formed the Canadian Initiative that consisted of the five Division Presidents.
• 1993 - this group renamed Canadian Registry (incorporated 1995)– who secured
professional liability insurance for Canadian AAMFT members.
• Surveys of Canadian members by the CR have taken place in 1983, 2001, 2004, 2012 and
2015 - The results of the surveys reveal that Canadian members wish to maintain
identification, connection and affiliation with AAMFT but also feel it is important to
promote Canadian identity and strengthen the profession in Canada.
• 2001 - CR strategic plan adopted that included long-term goal: “The development of an
autonomous Canadian MFT professional association with links to AAMFT.”
• 2004 - Canadian Registry mandated a Standing Options Committee to consider the viable
options for the eventual attainment of this goal.
• 2006 - The CR made a proposal based on the recommendation of the Standing Options
Committee to the AAMFT Infrastructure/Canada Task Force. They presented a detailed 7
year plan divided into 3 phases; requesting funds to start.
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•

AAMFT Response to this plan –
o saw many logistical problems with Canada becoming more separate but stated
“a willingness to explore possibilities”
o expressed reluctance to commit time and resources if it meant that Canadian
members walk away from AAMFT in the end
o identified problem with critical mass – asking if Canada would ever have enough
numbers to make a viable autonomous organization
o suggested that Canadian divisions could be re-organized in some way or
collapsed to free up some finances for more effective CR organization; that the
decisions needed to be made by a group larger than the CR board members.

•

2006 - CR advocates for inclusion of Marriage and Family therapists in treating
Department of National Defense personnel and their families as well as veterans and
their families.

•

2008 - the AAMFT Board, following discussion with the CR Board approves the creation
of an advisory body called the AAMFT Canadian Advisory Task Force.

•

2010 - Department of Veteran`s Affairs (Canada) VAC approval received for RMFTs to be
covered through Medavie Blue Cross for Canadian veterans.

•

2014 - The CR revised its bylaws to comply with the Canada Not-for-Profit Corporations
Act (S.C. 2009, c. 23) and changes its name to the “Canadian Association for Marriage
and Family Therapy /L’ Association Canadienne pour la thérapie conjugale et familiale”.
Corporations Canada grants the CAMFT Articles of Continuance.

•

2015 - AAMFT put forward proposed changes to the structure bylaws which would shift
from a two-tier Central/ Division structure to one tier, with options for members to join
other interest groups separately. The vote did not pass.

•

2016 - AAMFT announces it will no longer re-route funds to CAMFT from dues collected
from Canadian members, essentially de-funding CAMFT.

•

AAMFT announces plan to put forward another vote to membership in 2017.

•

2017 - CAMFT begins work to examine possibilities for changing by-laws so members are
no longer “divisions”, and rather individual members instead. This will allow CAMFT to
continue regardless of outcome of AAMFT member vote.

•

2017 – Survey of Canadian members re: value RMFT designation & hopes for CAMFT.

•

2017 - AAMFT and CAMFT meet in Toronto for a summit to examine possibilities of
future relationship between AAMFT / CAMFT.
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